
ON THE REDUCTION OF INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS*

BY

GRIFFITH C. EVANS

Certain integro-differential equat ons can be completely treated by first

resolving an integral equation, and second, integrating a differential equation.

In so far, such equations do not constitute a new problem in analysis, because

they are reducible to equations of simpler types. From this point of view

Volterra discusses the equation

V2V(x,y,z\t)+  f f(t,r)V2V(x,y,z\r)dr =F(x,y,z,t)
Jto

which is satisfied by the potential V of an electric field in an isotropic medium,

in the so-called "static case" of hysteresis.t By solving this equation,

regarded as an integral equation, for V2V, we are led to the differential

equation of Poisson to determine V.

We may however have the case that an integro-differential equation whose

solution is subject to certain boundary conditions is reducible to one or more

problems in equations of more elementary character only when account is

taken of these conditions. This is the point of view to be developed in the

present paper. It is a point of view which can be extended to more general

types of functional equations.

We shall treat, in the following pages, the reduction of boundary value

problems in the case of the integro-differential equation of parabolic type,

and quite briefly that of hyperbolic type, to problems in linear differential

and integral equations separately. It is worth while perhaps to specially

mention § 2, in which the generalization of the integro-differential equation

of the second order to an equation of the first order involving integration

* Presented to the Society, December, 1912, and December, 1913. Since the first writing,

the paper has been entirely revised, partly to include new material, and partly to take ad-

vantage of the material of Prof. W. A. Hurwitz's thesis, Randwertaufgaben bei Systemen von lin-

earen partiellen Differentialgleichungen erster Ordnung, Diss. Göttingen, 1910, of

which the author was ignorant at the time of the first writing.

t V. Volterra, Lectures delivered at the celebration of the 20th anniversary of the foundation

of Clark University (Sept., 1911), p. 75; Sulk equazioni integro differenziali, Rendiconti

della R. Accademia dei Lincei, vol. 18 (1909), p. 174; Sulle equazioni integro-

differenziali della teoría dell'élasticité, ibid., vol. 18 (1909), p. 297.
477
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around an arbitrary path demands a corresponding restatement and treatment

of the non-homogeneous linear partial differential equation of parabolic type.*

1. The Integro-Differential Equation of Parabolic Type

1. The region and its corresponding equation. For the parabolic differ-

ential equation the earliest boundary value problems referred to an open

rectangle as the boundary. Afterwards the results were extended to curves

of a more general nature.

In connection with the integro-differential equation

du(x,t)      d2u(x,t)        f du(x,r)ft/to A(t, t) -5--dr
dt dx2 Jh      v '    '       or

there is a boundary value problem based upon the open rectangle: if under

proper conditions a chain of values is given along the three sides of this rect-

angle, the given equation then uniquely determines them along the fourth

side. In fact, for all the partial integro-differential equations heretofore

considered, the boundaries have been of this sort. And if we wish to extend

the results to a more general type of region, it is also opportune for us, as it

turns out, to consider a slightly more general type of integro-differential equa-

tion.

We shall take as the open boundary the curves t = t0 on the left, and the

curves x = £2 (t) above, and x = £1 (t) below. We shall assume that

£i(0 and f s ( O and their first and second derivatives remain single valued,

finite and continuous ; moreover that £2(0>fi(0 for any value of t 1= Z0 •

The derivatives ¿1(0 and £2 ( t ) are to vanish only a finite number of times

in the interval t0 Si t Si h. For simplicity we shall impose also the unneces-

sary restriction that x = £1 ( 0 shall have no maximum and x = £2 ( t ) no

minimum, in the interval t0 < t < <i .f

We shall adopt Professor Hurwitz's convenient notation 0Í2¡, for the space

bounded by these curves and by the straight lines t = a on the left and t = b

on the right.

Along the open boundary is to be given the continuous chain of values

'f(x)     when   t = tQ        [£i(Zo) = x Si £2 (t0) ]

0i (0    when   x = £i(0 1
(<o=!<=iii)

02 ( t )    when  x = £2 ( t ) J

(a)    F(x,Tx) =

* For an extensive treatment of the differential equation of parabolic type see Hurwitz,

loc. cit., on which our § 1 is based, and also for a treatment that demands different conditions

E. E. Levi, Sul Vequazione del calme, Annali di Matemática, vol. 14 (1908), p. 187.
t This restriction may be removed by an extension of the present method of proof, or by a

continuous prolongation of the equation and its solution.
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where the functions /(ar), 0i(O> and 02 ( O are supposed to have continuous

first derivatives in the range under consideration, and Tx is used to denote

the ¿-coordinate of the left-hand point on the boundary whose other coordinate

is ar. When it is necessary to use the ¿-coordinate of the right-hand boundary

point whose other coordinate is x, we shall denote it by tx, tix, etc., according

as the right-hand limit of the region is formed by t = t, t = <i, etc.

In connection with this region and these boundary values, we shall investi-

gate the equation

(1) —^2—=jTA(x,t,r)-^-dr.
du(x, t)      d2u(x,t)

~~dt       ~      dx2

We shall say that a function u(x, t) is regular with respect to this equation

if within the region and on its boundary u and du/dx remain finite and con-

tinuous, and within the region d2 u/dx2 and du/dt exist except on a regularly

distributed set of curves,* and are integrable linearly in the Riemann sense.

2. The theorem of reducibility for equation (1). In equation (1) let

A ( ar, t, t) and its first partial derivatives with respect to the three argu-

ments be finite and continuous functions within and on the boundary of the

region, and inside that boundary let dA (x,t, t)/ôt = -4i(ar, t, t) have a

derivative in regard to ar that remains finite and continuous, except on a

regularly distributed set of curves.

Under these conditions, there is one and only one regular solution u(x, t) of

the equation (1), which joins on continuously to the boundary values (a). It can

be reduced to the form

(2) u(xi,ti) = u'(xi,ti) —  I   I k(xi,ti\x,t)u'(x,t)dxdt,

in which u' (x, t) is the regular solution of the differential equation

(3) *^-™^=-A(x,t,Tx)F(x,T,)

which takes on the boundary values ( a ), and k ( Xi, ti | ar, t ) is the function

associated to

K(xi, h\x, t) = —p| g(x,t\xi,ti)A(x,t,t)

(4) 2V"1 r ,
-J    Ai(x,T,t)g(x,T\xi,ti)dT>

by means of Volterra's relation

* See M. Bôcher, Introduction to Integral Equations (1909), p. 3.

Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 3«
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A(xi,Zi|x,04-Í!l(xi,¿i|x,0=|   I 7£(xi,íi|£,t)A(£,t|x,0íZ£<Zt

(5)
= J    \rk(Xi,h\k,T)K(t,T\x,t)dtdT.

77y gr ( x, Z | Xi, Zi ) w denoted the Green's function for the equation

du     d2u

di = dx2'

It shou'd be noticed that u'(x, t) depends on the boundary conditions,

but that 7Í ( Xi, <i [ x, Z ) is independent of them, and is determined merely

by the coefficients of the equation and the nature of the region. We shall

now give a proof of this theorem.

3. The equivalence of the integral and the integro-differential equations.

By means of an integration by parts, the equation (1) may be rewritten in

the form

duixj) _d*u(x t) = t)u(x,t)-A(x,t,T,)Fix,Tx)
(6) dt d3?

JAi(x, Z, r)u(x, r)di

We have the theorem:f If <p(x, y) is continuous in the given region, and

if in the neighborhood of a point ( Xi, yi ) within that region d(p/dx exists and is

continuous, then the function

ü(xi, ti) =—p I   I g(x, t\xi, ti)<p(x, t)dx d
2\W J

is regular in the neighborhood of the point  ( Xi, t/i )  and in that neighborhood

satisfies the differential equation

du     d2u
¥-^ = 0(x,Z).

Moreover it vanishes on the open boundary of the region ß .

If we examine the function A ( x, t, Tx ) F ( x, Tx )   we notice that its

* We may write
g ( x, í | xi, ii ) = Aoi/2 + g',

where g' is regular and
( x, - x 1« - iXl~x)i

haß (x, t\xu h) = (ti _ fVg e   «h-f)

(see for instance loc. cit. Levi, § 7).

t This is a slight but obvious generalization of Hurwitz's theorem VIII 6 (Hurwitz, loc.

cit., p. 85), to which the same proof applies.
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derivative in regard to x exists and is continuous except on a finite number of

lines parallel to the i-axis, namely, those lines which pass through points

where £i (t) or Ç2 (t) vanishes, and the two lines ar = £1 (t0) and ar = £2 (to).

Hence we know that the regular solution u' (ar, t) of (3), which satisfies the

given conditions (a), exists and is uniquely determined. If we write then

u (x, t) = u' (x, t) + v (x, t) we have the following integro-differential

equation to determine v(x, t) ;

dv(x,t)     d2v(x, t)

dt dar2

(7)

A(x,t,t)v(x,t) —      Ai(x,t,T)v(x,T)dr
Jtt

+ A(x,t,t)u' (x,t) —  I   Ai(x, t, t)u' (x, r)dr,

with the condition that it be regular, and join on continuously to zero boundary

values.

By means of the customary analysis with Green's theorem, we find as a

necessary condition on v ( ar, t ) that it satisfy the equation

v(xi,h) = r-p-J J g(x, t\xi,ti) ¡A(x,t,t)v(x,t)
tfitt

—  I   ^i(ar, t, t)v(x, r)dr \ dar dt

+ 2atJ J S(x,t\xi,ti)\A(x,t,t)u'(x,t)
h"',

—  I   Ai(x, t, t)u'(ar, r)dr \ dx dt,

whence, if we add u'(xi,ti) to both members, it follows that we must have

uf>i,<i) - n'(ari, h) + —^ J J g (x, t\xi, h) \A(x, t, t)u(x, t)
(9) 'on'i

—   I   Ai(x, t, t)u(x, T)dr\dxdt.

This, by a permissible change in the order of integration, since g(x,t\xi,ti)

is a continuous function divided by Vii — t, may be written in the form

(10) n(ari, <i) = n'(ari, ¿i) +  I   j K(xi, ti\x, t)u(x,t)dxdt,

i0O(l

where K(xi,ti\x,t) is given by (4).    It is necessary then that n(ari,ii)

be a solution of (10) within the region.
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On the other hand iî u(xi,ti) is continuous and a solution of (10), it will

be regular and a solution of (1), and will join on continuously to the boundary

values ( a ).    In fact

du

dx
1     du' ,     1     C fdg(x,t\xi,ti) f
r^+^JJ —dx~i—\Mx,t,t)u(x,t)

—   I   Ai(x,t, t)u(x, T)dr\ dxdt,

and is therefore finite and continuous.    Hence if we put

(11)        0(ar, t) = A (ar, t, t)u(x, t) —   I   Ai(x,t, r)u(x, r)dr

we see that

d0 (ar, O      d
= -^[A(x,t, t)u(x,t) ] - J   -^x[Ai(x,t,r)u(x,T)]dT

+ Ai(x,t, Tx)u(x, Tsy

dx

dTx

dx

represents a function of ar, t which is continuous except for discontinuities

regularly distributed. On some of these lines of discontinuity dd>/dx will

become infinite. But referring to the theorem of Professor Hurwitz already

quoted, we see that the function ñ (x, t) determined by giving 0 (ar, t) the

value from (11) will be regular and a solution of equation (7), which takes on

zero boundary values. Moreover, as we see from equation (9) this ü(x,t)

is precisely u(x,t) — u' (x, t) where u(x, t) is the supposed continuous

solution of (10), and n'(ar,i) is the n'(ar,i) already specified. Hence

n(ar, t) will satisfy (6), and therefore (1), will be regular, and will take on

the given boundary values (a).   Our assertion is therefore proved.

It may be noticed here that the discontinuities in the derivatives of highest

order in the integro-differential equation (1) appear as projected through

the region from points on the boundary, on account of the dependence of

the equation on the chosen region, a fact which has no analog in the theory

of the parabolic differential equation.

4. The integral equation (10) and its solution in closed form. It merely

remains to show that (10) has a unique continuous solution, which can be

written in the form (2).

We can show directly that equation (10) has one and only one continuous

solution. In fact, the solution may be written in the form of an absolutely

and uniformly convergent series of continuous functions*

* Evans, Sull'equazione integro-differenziale di tipo parabólico, Rendiconti della

R. Accademia dei Lincei, vol. 21 (1912), p. 28. The proof applies with obvious

modifications to this case.
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00

(12) «(afi,íi) = Ett(n)(*i,íi).
M=l

(n)(ari, ti) = j I K(xi, ti\x, ()mm(i, t)dxdt,       n > 1,

where

0°<

n(1)(ari, h) = u'(xlf h).id)

In order to reduce the solution to the closed form (3), we go through a

process which incidentally gives us another proof of its existence. We must

determine the function k (Xi, ti\x, t) which satisfies Volterra's relation

(equation (5)).

To this purpose let us consider the series formed in the usual way

00

(13) -HKi(xuti\x,t)
i

in which

Ki(xi,ti\x.,t) = K(xi,ti\x, t)

Ki(xi,ti\x,t) = JJK(xi,ti\Z,T)Ki-.1(Ç,T]x,t)dtdT.

Of this series every term but the first remains finite. In fact for the second

term, since from the explicit expression for K(xi, h\x, t)

I    M
|tf(*x,íi|£,r)|sl>/¿^,

in which M is some constant, we have

f f\K(xi,ti\li,T)K(t,T\x,t)\dt^M2A  f'1   .--r-=
(14)       J   J Jt       V<i  -  T-\T  - t

^ifM2A,

where A is some constant. Hence that term remains finite. The ( n + 2 )th

term is in absolute value not greater than the expression

n I

where C and D are certain constants,—provided of course that we are dealing

with integrable functions. If we neglect for the moment this proviso, we see

that the series, starting with the second term, is absolutely and uniformly

convergent.

The first term is integrable over the given ar, t region for any given values
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of X!, Zi, and is continuous in the neighborhood of any point (xi,ti\x,t)

provided that we do not have both xi = x, and Zi = Z. It is understood of

course that Zi ==; Z. Let us now consider the remaining terms in regard to

continuity, and incidentally therefore in regard to integrability.

The second term, as we have shown, remains finite, and is continuous

except when we happen to have Xi — x, h — t. Let us then examine the

value of this term in the four dimensional neighborhood of a point

(X, T\X,T),

where ( X, T) is within ß, and show that by taking our neighborhood small

enough, we can make the value of this term as small as we please (= v) pro-

vided that we keep Zi =; Z; in other words, that the second term is continuous

at any point (X, T\X, T), if it is given there the value zero.

By referring to the explicit expression for K(xi, h\x, t), we see that the

only term in K2 ( xi, Zi | x, Z ) that requires examination is

4ttJ J
A(X, T , t) A{X, t, t)   _(>¡J_í)f/4((l_T)_{í_a)t/4(T_()

Vt   - tVt - t
. g-(zi-i)s/4(<i-T)-(£-z)2/4(T-0 ¿t ¿T

Let us divide the region of integration for £ into three parts, Ci to X — A/2,

X — A/2 to X 4- A/2, and X 4- A/2 to c2, where ci and c2 are respectively

the minimum and maximum values of x in ß. If we write \A(x, t, t)\< N,

and make use of the inequality (14), we see that the above expression is in

absolute value less than the expression

A72 A     N2 rx~AI2      f e-c*i-í>2w<i-T)-(f-*)WT-o

4-
!     ~T-A/2 /«i(

' Jci Jt4 4tt JCl J, !/Zi _ tvV - Z

A/2    fe, /•íl/,-(*l-f>!!/4(íi-T)-(í-a02/4(T-í)

+ T- dt -,-  I-¿T.
4"" Jx+Üß        Jt \ti  —   TVT  —  t

Let us now choose |Xi — X\ and |x — X| Si A/4, and A small enough so

that the first term of the expression is less than 17/3. In the two integrals,

the values of | xi — £ | and | £ — x | will always be at least as great as A/4,

and the integrands therefore less in absolute value than a certain constant,

independent of the choice of x and xx within the given interval. Hence if we

take |Zi — T| and \t — T| < e, keeping Zi =? Z, we may choose e small enough

to make each integral separately in absolute value less than n/Z, and thus

verify the desired inequality.

Accordingly the second term in (13) is continuous within the region. Hence,

as is immediately verifiable, all later terms are continuous in the same region.

If now we define A(xi, Zi|x, Z) as the series (13), it will obviously satisfy
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the symmetrical relations (5). The continuous function n(ar, 0 defined by

(2) is now seen to be the same as the n (ar, O determined by (10); for from

the symmetry of the relations (5) and of the equations (2) and (10), it follows,

in the usual way, that the u ( x, t) defined by (2) is the unique continuous

solution of (10).   Thus the closed form of the solution is established.

2. The Generalized Differential and Integro-Differential

Equations of Parabolic Type

5. Introduction. The complication of the methods of §§ 1-4, which are the

classical methods, is due to the fact that we must insure the existence of

d2/dx2 and d/dt for functions which we wish to consider as possible solutions

of any of the various parabolic equations. The possibility of avoiding these

complications is suggested by trying to consider the complex of derivatives of

highest order as a single differential operator

dar2     dt'

rather than as the combination of two.

Such a definition may be reached in several ways: we may for instance in

forming this expression require that the increments of x and t continue to

satisfy a certain relation as they approach zero.* It is more convenient for

us, however, because closer to a possible physical interpretation and less

laborious in its analysis, to define the operator by substituting for the parabolic

differential equation

dn     d2u
(i) «-5?-'<«»f)
the generalized equation

(1') j \ydt + udx    =  i  i f(x,t)dxdt

in which s is an arbitrary closed curve of a kind later to be described, and <r

is the enclosed region, t   Similarly for the integro-differential equation

* We can generalize Green's theorem so that it applies to this operator. The corresponding

operator has been defined by H. Petrini in the elliptic case for Poisson's equation, Les dérivées

premiers et secondes du potentiel, Acta Matemática, vol. 31 (1908), p. 127-332, see

introduction and page 181.

t Compare Professor Bôcher's treatment of the equation A2 u = 0 by means of the relation

f du/ dn = 0.

M. Bêcher, On harmonic functions in two dimensions, Proceedings of the Ameri-

can  Academy  of  Science,   vol. 41 (1905-06).

We may regard the passage from equation (1) to equation (2) as equivalent to defining

\dt      dx*/       a=oaJ'Ldx J

The corresponding definition is used by Ignatowsky, Die Vektoranalysis, Leipzig (1909-10),

in his treatment of A2, but his treatment is not exact at all points.
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du   d2u    r* .
M-dJ=JT/ix't>T)u{x>T)dT

we can substitute the generalized equation

I     -¿-dt 4- udx    =   I   I da I   A(x,t, t)u(x, r)dr.

By establishing the corresponding generalization of Green's theorem we

can give a treatment of the boundary value problems for these equations.

It is not necessary that any derivative of /(x, t) should exist, or that f(x,t)

should satisfy any restriction of the type of Levi's condition,*—a result that

applies also to the corresponding generalization of the non-homogeneous

elliptic equation. Likewise in the treatment of the integro-differential equa-

tion, it is unnecessary that any derivative of A ( x, t, r ) should exist, or that

A (x, t, t) should satisfy Levi's condition.

6. Regular functions, standard curves, and Green's theorem. We say

that a function is regular with reference to a generalized parabolic equation

and a given region if with its first derivative with respect to x, it is continuous

within and on the boundary of the region. The generalized parabolic equa-

tions are defined with reference to the integration of regular functions along

certain classes of curves within the given region. These curves may be called

standard curves and defined as follows.

A standard curve is a closed curve which does not cut itself at any point,

composed of a finite number of branches. For each branch, the coordinates

of a point are given by two functions 0 ( q ) and 0 ( q ), throughout a finite

interval for q; 0(g) and 0(g) are assumed to be continuous throughout the

closed interval, and therefore finite, with their derivatives of the first order.

It is assumed that 0' (q) and 0' (q) vanish only at a finite number of points,

and do not both vanish at the same point. Hence no line parallel to the

x-axis or Z-axis can cut a standard curve in more than a finite number of

points, unless it includes itself a branch of the curve.

We are now in a position to state Green's theorem:

If u and v are regular, and f and g are continuous, throughout a given simply

connected region, and if for any standard curve s contained wholly within the

region

¡[fxdt4-udx]=fffda
(2)

£[-^xdt4-vdx\=f£do-

then

(3) ji^d--"ä/^"1" uvdx    =  /  /  ivf + u9)dxdt.

* Levi, loc. cit., § 8, Art. 23.
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7. Proof of Green's theorem.   Let us form the functions

U=j    dt' \    u(x + x',t + t')dx',      V= I    dt"        v(x + x",t + t")dx"

F= f dt' f f(x + x',t + t')dx',       G= f   dt" f   g(x + x",t + t")dx"
Jo Jo Jo Jo

keeping 11'\ < a, \x'\< a, \t"\< a, \x"\< a, where a is a positive constant

less than the smallest distance of any point of s to the boundary of the given

region.

If we displace the standard curve s parallel to itself by an amount whose

components are ar', t', it will still remain within the region, and equation (1)

will give us, by the corresponding change of variable,

r\~du(x + x',t + t')  , , , ,wl
I     —v        dx J dt + u(x + x',t + t')dx\

=  f i f(x + x',t + t')dxdt.

If we integrate this equation from 0 to ar' in regard to ar' and from 0 to t' in

regard to t' we shall have

(4) jYdU(x,x'jt,t') dt+ U(^x ja.,;M,)áa."L CfF(x,x,;t',f)dxdt,

since all the functions involved are continuous.    But by a change of variable

% = x + x',ri = t + t', the expression for U becomes

/t+t' s*x+z'

dvj^     u(ü,n)dZ,

so that we have the formulae

dU     rt+t'
= J       \u(x + x',-q)-u(x,v))dv,

dx

dU
~dt

d2

da;2

/*x+x'

= J^     {«($,*+ f)-«($,0}#,

rí+" | du(x + x',y)     du(x,y) \ ,
r2  * I      l"        dar "dar       \dl>'

all functions which are finite and continuous in a and on s.   Hence
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But F is continuous in a, and therefore from (4) we have

dU(x,x';t,t')      d2U(x,x';t,f)

dt dx2

Similarly, we find the equation

= Fix, x';t, If).

dV(x,x";t,t")     d2V(x,x";t,t") „
-Jt-+-M-= G(x,x;t,t).

From these two equations it follows by means of Green's theorem, as ordinarily

stated, that

m17/       " 4  ,>l,dU(x,x';t,t')
V(x, x"; t, t")-^-

- U(x, x'; t, t') dV(X>f;t'r))dt 4- U(x, x'; t, f)
(5) dx J

X V(x, x"; t, t")dx\ =  f f { V(x, x"; t, t")F(x, x'; t,t')

4- U(x,x';t,t')G(x,x";t,t"))jdo-.

Referring to the definitions of U and V, F and G, we see that

d2 U d2V
Wñ-«i* + *',t + *), ^tyW = v(x4.x",t4-t"),

d2F       . d2G
dx^i'-^X + X''t + n' d^d¥' = ^X + X"'t + t")-

Hence if we differentiate (5) in regard to x', t', x", t", under the integral

sign, as we have a right to do, since the resulting functions are all finite and

continuous, we get the formula

fl\V{X
+ x'',t + t'')d^+-^±^

-u(x + x',t + Z')^(* + ^'* + n \dt + u(x4-x',t4-t')

Xv(x + x",t4-t")dx    = j j-[»(x-i-x",Z4-Z")

Xf(x 4- x', t 4-1') 4- u(x 4- x', t 4- t')g(x 4- x", t 4-1") }d<r.

If in this we put x' = x" = Z' = Z" = 0 we get equation (3), which we wished

to prove.

If the boundary of the region is a standard curve the theorem will still hold if we
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take s as the boundary itself. This can be shown by extending the function u

across s in the following manner.

Let us isolate each vertex of the curve, and each point of the curve where

there is a vertical tangent, unless it is an interior point of a vertical branch of

the curve, by a small circle. Consider the portion of the curve between two

successive circles. If this portion is vertical, we shall define u and du/dx

throughout a small neighborhood on the outside of the curve by means of

the values which they possess on the vertical line itself for the same value of ar.

If the portion is not vertical it will not have a vertical tangent at any

interior point. Let us denote by r (t) the values of du/dx along this portion

of the curve, and define n throughout a small neighborhood on the outside of

the curve as that solution of the equation

dí = r(¿)

which takes on along the curve itself the already known values of u.

If now we surround each circle by a slightly larger circle, and take as a

contour s' the curve composed, first, of the portions of s between the successive

circles, last constructed, and second of the portions of these circles interior

to the region, we shall have for s', if we take the circles small enough, a standard

curve, and it will lie wholly within a region for which u and du/dx are con-

tinuous. Green's theorem will then hold for s'. We get Green's theorem

for s if we let the circles approach zero as a limit.

8. The generalized parabolic differential equation. As the region to be

considered, we shall understand that enclosed by the lines t — to on the left,

and t = h on the right, and by the curves ar = £2 ( t) above and ar = £ i ( t)

below. We shall assume that £i (t), £2 (t) and their first derivatives remain

single-valued, finite, and continuous, and that £2(0>£i(0> t == *o• The

functions £i ( 0 and £2 ( 0 are to have only a finite number of maxima and

minima in the interval t0 Si t = t\.

Along the open boundary is to be given the continuous chain of values

(a) of § 1, under the conditions there stated. The function /(ar, t) is to

be finite, and continuous within the given region.

Under these conditions there is one and only one regular solution u(x, t) of

the generalized parabolic differential equation (V), which joins on continuously

to the boundary values (a).    It has the form

(6) u(xi,ti) = u'(xi,ti) + —-j= J j g(x,t\xi,ti)f(x,t)dxdt

where u' ( Xi, ti ) is the regular solution of the equation

m du'(x,t) _ d2n'(ar,Q
u; dt     ~     dx2
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which joins on continuously to the boundary values (a),* and g (x, t\xi, t,) is

the Green's function for this same equation.

From Green's theorem it follows that under the given conditions the solu-

tion of (1') must necessarily have the form (6). On the other hand we can

show directly that (6) does give us a solution which takes on the boundary

values ( a ).   In fact we shall show this if we show that the function

(8) z(xi, h) =    j- j J g(x,t\xi,ti)f(x,t)dxdt

i0°ii

is regular with respect to (V), takes on continuously the value zero on the open

boundary, and satisfies (1').

Let us write
z(x, t) = Z(x, t) 4- w(x,t)

and

ZiXi,ti) = -±=   f f -1J= e-<*-W(»-MJ(X)t)dxdt.
2 vw J J   vti — t

We know that Z (xi, h) is regular with regard to (1') since with its derivative

in regard to x it is continuous within and on the boundary of ß .f It is also a

solution of (1'), as we can show by performing the indicated integration.

9. Formulae of integration Let Z be a straight line lying wholly within ß,

of which the end points are (ai, bi) and (a2, b2), with b2 > bi, and let x'

be the x coordinate of the point on that line whose other coordinate is Z, i. e.

a2 - ai
x' =--1-j- (t — bi)4- ai.

o2 — Oi

If we enclose this line in a small parallelogram, which we allow to vanish, we

can easily deduce the following formula?.

If Z is perpendicular to the Z-axis, we have

dxi I   I hoV2(x,t\xi,ti)f(x,t)dxdt

m '°tl'1

= lim  I   I  dxdtf(x,t)   j     Aoi/2(x, Z|xi, Zi)<Zxi.
{=0 J J Jax

!on«l-8

If I is not perpendicular to the Z-axis, we have

* For the existence and uniqueness of u' ( x, t ) under these conditions see G. E. Levi,

loc. cit., §§ 2, 5.
f See E. E. Levi, loc. cit., p. 234.   See also § 7.
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I   dari I   I hon2(x,t\xi,ti)f(x,t)dxdt

=   I   I dxdtf(x,t)   I   A01/2(ar, i|ari, <i)dxi,

toah *''«2

dt

(IL)   ^     '°0i

I   dh i   i him(x,t\xi,ti)f(x,t)dx<

=  I   I dxdtf(x,t)   I Äi3/2(ar, <|ari, <i)dii.

In these formulas, as before, we write

k, (*, t\xi, h) = ((% ~ ^V-^Wft-O,

from which it follows that

áa7 ^° '/2 ( ̂  ' M Xl ' ^ ) = ~ 2 ^i 3/2 ( ar, < | ari, ii ).

10. Application to equation (1').   With reference to these formulae let us

form the expression

fc[tx\dh + ZdXl]'

where C denotes a closed polygon of a finite number of sides, the boundary

of which does not anywhere cut itself. If we denote by tC the portion of the

contour composed of points of which the f-coördinates are greater than the

value t, and by b the maximum ¿-coordinate for any point of the contour,

we shall have the equation

r[dZ(xi,ti) 1
J     -dx-dti + Z(xi, h)dxi \

= —7= I  j dxdtf(x,t) J     —0i     'dx—1-i-1-d<i+Äo1/2(ar, í|ari, ii)dari   .

The curvilinear integral of the second member of the above equation is

however, as is well known, equal to

2 \7T   if the point ( ar, 0 is inside C,

0      if the point (x,t) is outside C,

since Aoè is itself a solution in ari, <i of the homogeneous partial differential

equation  (7).    The boundary points form an aggregate of zero external
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measure, and since the curvilinear integral remains finite, contribute nothing

to the value of the second member. If then we divide tfib into two parts,

one consisting of the portion of ß inside C, and the other the portion of ß

outside C, we observe that the value of the double integral over the latter

portion is zero, on account of the zero factor in the integrand.    Hence we have

f\dZ(dx¡tl)dtl + Z(Xl> ^dxA = fff(*> f)dxdt,

the double integral being extended over the interior of C.

Let us now finally consider any standard curve entirely within ß. In the

first place it is rectifiable, and its length is by definition the limit of the peri-

meter of an inscribed polygon as the vertices of the polygon become infinite

in number, in such a way as to make the polygon approach the contour. In

order to construct the approximate polygons in a perfectly definite manner,

we may imagine the ith branch of the standard curve s to have the coordinates

of its points expressed in terms of the parameter q, as we have already de-

scribed, and take as the vertices of the polygon the ni interior points of division

corresponding to equally spaced values of q in the interval (the vertices of

the curve therefore are not vertices of the polygon). By taking every n¡ large

enough, we get in this way a polygon of the kind already described, namely

one of a finite number of sides which does not cut itself. If we denote the

total approximate polygon by C„, we shall have

j      j-dt 4- Zdx    =  fi f(x, t)dxdt.

As each n, becomes infinite the right-hand member approaches the double

integral over a. The left-hand member approaches the integral over s,

since the functions Z and dZ/dx are finite and continuous, and the curve *

is rectifiable. In fact the integral around s may be regarded as the limit of

a sum, the values of the functions being taken at the vertices of the polygons ;

and from the continuity of the functions u and du/dx in the two-dimensional

region it follows that the integral around Cn can also be made to differ by as

little as we please from that sum, and from its limit, by taking all the »,• large

enough.

The function Z is therefore a solution of equation (1').

Let w(x, t) be that solution of (7) which has on the open boundary of ß

the same values as Z ( x, t ), reversed in sign. Since Z ( x, t ) is finite and

continuous within and on the boundary of ß, w ( x, t ) will be regular with

respect to (7), as the existence theorem for (7) tells us.    The function

z(x, t) = Z(x, t) 4- w(x, t)
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will therefore be regular with respect to (1'), will take on zero values on the

boundary of ß, and will satisfy (1'), for any standard curve lying wholly

within the boundary. It follows moreover from Green's theorem that it must

be expressible in the form (8).   This is what was to be proved.

11. A generalized integro-differential equation.   Let us consider now an

integro-differential equation of parabolic type corresponding to the region ß.

If we denote by I integration along that portion of a line parallel to the axis

to h

of t which is inside the region ß and between the lines t = t0 and t = h, the

integral equation that we desire to consider may be written

(9) I     -¡rät + udx    =  I   I dar dt I A (x,t, r ) u (x, r)dr,

kt

where by s is meant any closed contour of the kind that we have already

specified.

If n(ar, 0 is continuous, the quantity

I A (x, t, t)u(x, r)dr

tot

will be a continuous function of ar and t.* Hence by the theorem of §8,

in order that u(x,t) be the regular solution of (9), which takes on the bound-

ary conditions (a) it is necessary and sufficient that it be a continuous solu-

tion of the equation

n(ari, ii) = n'(ari, h)

(10)
)—j=- I   I dxdtg(x, t\xi, ti) I A(x,t,r)u(x,r)di

toflt\ to t

This equation, however, is merely an integral equation similar to that

already discussed in part 1.    For by rewriting this equation in the form

n(ari, ii) = n'(ari, h)

H-p I    dar I dtg(x, t\xi, ti)  I A(x, t, r)u(x, r)dr,

hk tat

* According to our conditions the boundaries x = £i ( t ) and x = is ( í ) cannot have

portions consisting of horizontal straight fines. If it is desired to admit these, we must also

generalize the theorem of § 4 to apply to functions / ( x, í ) which are finite and discontinuous

in a regular manner, — a generalization which is immediate.
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and interchanging the order of integration with respect to Z and t we have

the equation

w(xi, Zi) = n'(xi, ti)

+ —p I    dx I dr u(x, t) I g(x, Z|xi, Zi) A (x, t, t)dt,
¡0 t¡ TÍ J

which is again the same as

n(xi, Zi) = n'(xi, Zi)

(ii) i   r r c
4-—f- I   I dxdtu(x,t) I g(x, T\Xi,ti)A(x, t,t)dr.

<0n«i tt¡

But this equation, according to the method of part 1, has a unique continuous

solution of the kind there specified.   We have then the following

Theorem. There is one and only one regular solution u(x,t) of the equa-

tion (9) which joins on continuously to the boundary values (a). It may be

reduced to the form

v(xi, ti) = u'(xi, h) —  I   I A(xi, Zi|x, t)u'(x, t)dxdt,

kati

where A ( Xi, Zi | x, t ) is the function associated to

K(xi,ti\x,t) = —j=- j g(x, t\x1, ti)A(x, t, t)dr,

t*i

by means of Volterra's relation.

3. The Integro-Differential Equation of Hyperrolic Type

12. In this last section we consider very briefly the hyperbolic integro-

differential equation of the following simple type,*

d2u(x,t) d2u(x,t) f d2UJX,T)

in which A ( x, Z, t ) is a continuous function, with continuous first derivatives,

in a region

0 Si t SiZSir

a — r + ZsixSia + r — Z.

* This equation has been treated by the method of partial solutions by V. Volterra, Vi-

brazioni elastiche net caso délia eredità, Rendiconti d e 11 a R. Accademia dei

L i n c e i, vol. 21 (1912), p. 1. See also V. Volterra, Lectures delivered at the celebration of

the 20th anniversary of the foundation of Clark University (1911), p. 80.
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The region of variation for the point ( ar, 0 is thus a triangle whose vertex is

at the point (a, r) and whose base is on the ar-axis bounded by the points

(a — r, 0) and (a + r, 0). The solution of this equation is to be regular,*

and is to satisfy the boundary conditions

«(ar, 0) =/(ar),

<« [^L-*<•>■
in which /(ar), fi(x) and their first derivatives are continuous functions

of x in the range of values a — rSiarSia + r.

As long as we base our treatment on the characteristic function of Riemann,

which is itself regular, there is no need of generalizing the equation in order

to get rid of the second derivatives. We therefore limit ourselves in this sec-

tion to a treatment that corresponds to § 1, and content ourselves with a

bare mention of the resulting theorem.

Theorem. Under the given conditions for A(x, t, t ) there is one and only

one regular solution of (1), n(ar, t), which joins on continuously to the boundary

values ( ß ).   It may be reduced to the form

r*x+t nrt

(2) u(x,t) = u'(x,t)- \      dH    l(x,t\Ç,T)u'(£,T)dT,
Jx-t Jo

where

rx = t — ar + |   for    £ Si ar

rx = t + x — £   for   £ = ar,

where u' (x,t) is the regular solution of the equation

d2u'(x, r) _ d2u'(x,t) du'(x,t)

dx2 df A(x,t,T)       dt

VdA(x,t,r)-\
(3) +[-Tr-\^'(x,r)

- - A(x,t,0)f1(x) + [dMxd'Tt'T)]tJ(x)

that takes on the boundary conditions (ß), and where l(x, t\£, t) is the func-

tion associated to

(4)
t,       4 I      4^      1   C'nr       4 I         ,d2A(x,t,r) J
i(ari, <i|ar, 0 = 2 J    G(xi> lAx> r>-Qf-dr

* That is, is to be continuous, with continuous first derivatives, and integrable second

derivatives ( d2/dx2 and dt/dt1 ) in the given region OSi<Sir,a-r + iSia:Sia + '1-<.

Tran». Am. Math. Soc. 33
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by means of Volterra's relation.   By G ( Xi, Zi | x, Z )   is denoted Riemann's

characteristic function for equation (3).*

In the case of the region that we are considering Volterra's relation may

be written as

(5)     Z(xi,Zi|x,Z)4-¿(x1,Zi|x,Z)  = J ji(xi,Zi|£,r)Z(£,r|x,Z)á£dT,

the double integration being extended over the shaded area in the accom-

panying diagram.

The Rice Institute,

June, 1914.

* That is, the solution of the equation adjoint to the first member of (3), which takes on

the value 1 for x = Xi, y = y¡, and satisfies the conditions

^dG _A(x,t,t)1

and
' dsi

G along the line x — t — Xi — ii

V2^ = A{x'1' l) G along the line x + Í = xx + t„


